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ABSTRACT
With the ubiquity of graphs to represent large, sparse data sets, a
recent focus has been placed on making graph processing more
efficient. Processing-in-Memory (PIM) is an alternative solution to
reduce the data movement between memory and processors, and
it results in better performance and reduced energy consumption.
However, prior PIM-based graph processing work operated only
on static graphs. In fact, real-world graphs are constantly chang-
ing as their data is updated. In this paper, we will discuss design
considerations for adapting dynamic graph processing to PIM.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Graph data structures represent relationships among entities and
can be used to obtain insightful information with the incorpora-
tion of appropriate graph algorithms. Graph processing has been
widely used in various domains in data science and has expanded
to machine learning applications. Despite its essential function-
ality, graph processing is challenging due to the massive size of
graph data sets and poor locality by the irregular memory access
patterns of sparse graphs. The increased gap between memory and
processors creates the “memory wall”[69] issue in which data move-
ments are the performance bottleneck. Furthermore, most of the
data transferred to cache is not reused in the conventional memory
hierarchy [54] and massive energy is consumed for data transfer
from DRAM to processors[17]. Data movement increases system
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latency and energy consumption. The emerging technology of 3D
stacked memory plus a logic layer such as Hybrid Memory Cube
(HMC)[3] and High Bandwidth Memory (HBM)[44] enabled the
idea of Processing-in-Memory (PIM) to resolve these problems.

There are benefits, optimization opportunities as well as difficul-
ties in PIM adoption as a graph processing accelerator. The general
discussion is out of the scope of our work. Further details can be
found in recent surveys[50][58][32].

Recently, several PIM-based graph processing accelerator archi-
tectures and runtimes have been designed [29][71][5][6][51][25]
[72][76]. Existing works provided diverse aspects of software and
hardware co-design, programming models, hardware configura-
tions to improve graph processing performance, scalability, pro-
grammability, concurrency, and energy efficiency. Tesseract[5] is
the first architecture for graph processing in PIM that uses remote
procedure calls (RPC). GraphPIM[51] showed the impact of of-
floading of atomic operations to PIM. GraphP[72] used source-cut
with replica to reduce the communication volume. GraphH[25] im-
proved the inter-cube communication overhead by implementing it
in hardware and vertex re-indexing for compaction. GraphQ[76] is
most advanced PIM-based graph processing hardware and software
co-design solution with various optimizations in concurrent com-
putation and batched communication. They each have a distinct
design approach, but have common focus on the kinds of prob-
lems they are trying to solve. E.g., providing efficient graph data
placement in memory, designing micro architectures for parallel
computation units and communication units, and providing effi-
cient communication methods for both intra-cube and inter-cube.

However, the primary assumption of existing work is that graph
data sets are immutable. For example, in the preprocessing phase,
graph data is partitioned and organized and no modification of the
data is considered after this phase is complete. Real-world graph
data sets are constantly updated. In order to process graphs with
changes in PIM, there are several modifications and additions re-
quired such as data structures for dynamic graph and data layout
with re-partitioning, which the remainder of this paper discusses.
We outline the different classes of dynamic graphs in section 2, and
we describe the system design for processing static graphs, as well
as the modifications and considerations for dynamic graphs in PIM
in section 3.

2 DYNAMIC GRAPHS
2.1 Dynamic Graph Classification
Real world data sets are continuously evolving and changing. Dy-
namic graphs are graphs with sequences of such updates. Dynamic
graphs can be referred to as “fully dynamic” or “partially dynamic”
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depending on the restrictions on insertion or deletion operation.
Similarly, there are incremental graphs and decremental graphs
where only the addition or deletion operation is allowed.

Yin, et al.[70] classified the characteristics of dynamic graphs
into four types depending on the perspective of graph data sets
and application behavior. These types are as follows: the Classic
dynamic graph model[26], the Data Stream model[31], the Evolv-
ing graph model[7], and the Streamed graph model. The Classic
dynamic graph model assumes that specialized data structures for
efficient update for analysis are maintained to avoid recomputing of
algorithms. In the Data stream model, graphs are streams of edges
in the memory. Often the stream algorithms compute approximate
results. In the Evolving graph model, the changes in the graph hap-
pen concurrently but not while the computation is occurring. The
Evolving graph model is the only model that assumes concurrent
changes in graphs, and approximate update algorithms are often
applied to this model.

In practice, most of these dynamic graph growth is restricted
by the physical memory (or storage) capacity. The dynamic graph
model can be selected depending on the purpose of the system and
the characteristics of the data sets. The graph changes for certain
period of time are sometimes processed as a batch form with a
sequence of updates for efficiency. After updating graphs, dynamic
graph algorithms can be applied to compute fast results (if they
exist) and sometimes they yield approximate results depending on
the algorithm.

2.2 Dynamic Graph Constraints for PIM
We define a static graph to be a completed graph in any format; that
is, its data is fixed. A dynamic graph is a fully dynamic graph; that
is, its vertices and edges may be updated over time.

In order to efficiently support dynamic graphs, flexible data
structures are required that have fast access time and good spatial
locality. Many dynamic graph data structures are often provided
as a part of graph frameworks, as the frameworks are designed
and implemented to maximize the performance with programming
models, data structures, and application implementations tailored
to specific hardware constraints.

Dynamic graph frameworks can be mainly divided two types:
in-memory data structures for keeping dynamic graphs such as
Stinger[30], Hornet[21], Aspen[28], and GPMA[57]; and storage-
based out-of-memory approaches such as LLAMA[45], X-Stream[56],
TurboGraph[33], and GraphChi[41]. Typically storage-based ap-
proaches save the graph or the changes in the graph as snapshots in
storage with timestamps. In this paper, since our goal is using PIM
as a graph processing accelerator, we only consider the in-memory
dynamic graph approach.

Dynamic graph methodologies have been studied in various
area such as graph theory, high performance computing, software
frameworks and libraries, specialized hardware and software co-
design, as well as distributed computing on clusters. Many existing
technologies can be applied to dynamic graph processing in PIM
directly or with minor modifications, except for optimizations at
the micro-architecture level.

3 PROCESSING DYNAMIC GRAPH IN PIM
Graph processing is well-known for poor locality in traditional
memory systems due to the sparsity of data sets and random mem-
ory access behavior. In addition, the vast scale of graph data sets
up to trillion edges[24] contributes to excessive amounts of data
movement from memory to processors. One way of mitigating this
issue is by pushing the processing closer to memory, such that large
transfers of sparse data are not actually necessary; this is the main
idea behind PIM.

Micron’s Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC)[3] is one such PIM ar-
chitecture design. Using stacked memory modules, connected ver-
tically using through-silicon-vias (TSV) atop a processing logic
layer, data processing can be performed near to memory without
having to transfer data to a processor and back. The memory itself
is divided into partitions called vaults, with each vault composed
of multiple banks of DRAM modules. Each one of these vaults has
its own logic layer, which may be identical across all vaults.

To process graphs using PIM, the graph data should be parti-
tioned across all cubes, so that computations can be executed con-
currently. Therefore, it is key that the micro-architecture design and
communication methods minimize the communication volume and
cost both inter-cube and intra-cube. Several design considerations
must be taken into account to process graphs using PIM shown in
Figure 1. We further elaborate on methodologies of static graph
processing in general in PIM, in addition to design considerations
for adapting dynamic graphs in the following subsections.

3.1 Graph Representation
Graph data sets can be represented and stored in various formats
such as sparse matrix, Compressed Sparse Row (CSR), Compressed
Sparse Column (CSC), Coordinate format (COO), ELLPACK format,
and variations of the ELLPACK format such as the Sliced ELLPACK
(SELL) format. Also, hybrid formats[14] exist that use a combination
of more than one format such as a hybrid ELL/COO format. No
special format is required to process in PIM since the graph will
go through a preprocessing phase to convert the graph to the data
layout native to its micro-architecture and interconnection design.

Likewise, dynamic graphs do not need special formats to be rep-
resented, but the graph changes should be maintained in memory
as a sequence of edge and vertex updates. Merging these updates
into an existing graph can be done using a streaming approach or
with periodic batch collected updates. There exist few real world
graph containing timestamps such as reddit submission time or
pokec registration time as attributes.

Note the graph representation is not a data structure in memory.
The data structure for a dynamic graph should be flexible to handle
graph changes efficiently, and that is essential for dynamic graph
processing. Graph data structure is explained in Section 3.8: Data
Structures.

3.2 Preprocessing
In the preprocessing phase, a graph is converted to the appropriate
format corresponding to the PIMmicro-architecture design for com-
putation and communication. A graph is divided into partitioned
graphs that map to cubes (or vaults) in PIM. For communication and
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Figure 1: Design considerations for hardware and software
co-design of graph processing in PIM

synchronization among the partitions, edge lists of each partition
are maintained.

Graph partitioning is a NP-hard problem in graph theory[19],
and finding the de facto solution is not feasible due to distinct
properties of graph data sets. In particular, scale-free social graphs
obeying the power-law naturally create few very large partitions
since there are some nodes with very high degree. To reduce the
communications among partitions, partitioning is conducted in
a manner that minimizes the number of edge-cuts across parti-
tions. This may incur imbalanced workloads, which hampers effi-
cient parallel processing[42][11]. However, the size of a partitioned
graph is not always proportional to the amount of computations.
Depending on the algorithm, only small portions of vertices are
active and participating in the computation. This is why few well-
known offline graph partitioners such as METIS[37](ParMetis[43])
or PULP[59](XtraPULP[60]) could not always produce good results
for partitioning for distributed systems, despite their relatively long
execution times in the preprocessing phase[5].

There are different strategies for reducing the communication
volume such as 1D partitioning (Edge-Cut)[38][60][62][75][37], 2D
partitioning (Vertex-Cut)[40][16][22], Hybrid Vertex-Cut in Power
Lyra[23], and Source-Cut partitioning used in PIM-based graph
processing architecture GraphP[72]. Hybrid Cut is similar to other
1D partitioning methods except for that it performs special treat-
ments for the high degree nodes. Source-Cut with replica maintains
proxy (or ghost) nodes to reduce the communication volume by
that computation can be done without communicating with nodes
in other partitions. This approach can produce good performance
with applications such as PageRank that has heavy communica-
tions with all 1 hop neighbors. The downside of this method is the
memory footprint to store the replicas.

For dynamic graphs, the partitioning strategy in the preprocess-
ing phase does not need to be different from that of static graphs
for PIM processing. However, meta information for partitioning
needs to be kept somehow for later use in re-partitioning because
of graph updates. One thing that might need to be kept in mind
is that, unlike static graphs, the size of the partitioned graph is
not fixed. If the partition size is too close to the capacity of each

cube, the partition would incur substantial data movements among
partitions during re-partitioning as graph updates occur. Due to
the overhead of frequent re-partitioning for graph changes, offline
partitioning [37][43][59][60] which would not be an option unless
it is used for initial partitioning and combined with other streaming
partitioning approaches. We will discuss re-partitioning in Section
3.9: Data Placement.

There might be optimization techniques for static graphs that
can be applied for data reorganization, such as reordering and
space efficient graph compression, that might not be able to be
used for dynamic graph cases. For dynamic graphs, the overhead
for maintenance of these techniques on dynamic graphs might
be too high, attenuating any benefits that these techniques would
otherwise provide.

3.3 Applications
There are several fundamental graph algorithms used in real world
applications. These algorithms include Breadth-First Search (BFS)
and Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP), which are core kernels of the
Graph500[2] benchmark for exploring the performance of High Per-
formance Computers (HPC). Other algorithms include Depth-First
Search (DFS), Connected Component (CC), Betweenness Central-
ity (BC), Triangle Counting (TC), PageRank (PR), Katz Centrality
(KC), k-Truss, Graph Coloring (GC), K-core Decomposition, and
Minimal Spanning Tree (MST). Graph algorithms can be classified
by their behavior, e.g, BFS, DFS, SSSP, BC traverse nodes, while
PR, KC, K-core are iterative algorithms and are computationally
intensive. There are optimizations that consider the characteristics
of such algorithms[12], as well as communication methods among
partitions that consider specific hardware configurations[13][73].

In PIM-enabled graph processing, the applications need to be
implemented using parallel algorithms to exploit the parallelism
in each PIM core. Several efficient parallel algorithms have been
studied[48][7] and some implementations are available[27]. If par-
allel and distributed versions of algorithms for specific applications
exist, they can be imported and used for PIM graph processing. Oth-
erwise, design and implementation of algorithms are the applica-
tion programmers’ responsibility, which could create a tremendous
amount of burden.

For the dynamic graph case, there are twomain algorithm choices:
static algorithms and dynamic/incremental algorithms. After up-
dates are applied to a graph, computing traditional graph algorithms
from scratch as is done for static graphs is typical. This requires
longer execution times, but the results are more accurate. To obtain
fast results and/or concurrency of computing algorithms while up-
dating on evolving graphs, dynamic/incremental algorithms can be
an alternative such as dynamic Breadth-First Search[49], approxi-
mate Triangle Counting[20], incremental PageRank[10], Connected
Component for dynamic graphs[47], fast approximate Single Source
Shortest Path[61], approximate centrality algorithms for dynamic
graphs[34][8][9][18]. Usually, dynamic algorithms begin with the
final result of a previous computation and estimate new results,
which are affected by graph updates. Some dynamic algorithms pro-
duce approximate results by computing the difference between the
original graph and the graph post-update. If parallel and distributed
versions of dynamic algorithms of targeted graph algorithms are
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not accessible, a significant amount of work may be required by
application programmers.

3.4 Programming Models
Programming models for graph processing have been actively stud-
ied. The vertex-centric model is popular for its intuitive approach
since it was introduced in Pregel[46]. To overcome the random
access nature of edge lists, an edge-centric approach was intro-
duced in X-Stream[56]. Later, data-centric[67], graph-centric[64]
and hybrid programming models[74] were developed.

These models are associated with the traditional bulk synchro-
nous parallel (BSP) model and the GAS (Gather, Apply and Scatter)
model. There are also push and pull models that depend on the
direction of values in order to reduce synchronization and commu-
nication costs. The appropriate programming model can be chosen
depending on the targeted graph algorithms. Programming models
are tightly associated with application implementations. As men-
tioned in Section 3.3 Applications, if programmers had to design
parallel and distributed versions of targeted algorithms on their
own, selecting the proper programming model for a specific ap-
plication is the programmers’ responsibility, which could require
substantial effort by application programmers.

Another factor to select the appropriate programming model is
partitioning methods. Some partitioning algorithms are designed
to minimize the cuts among partitions which yield good perfor-
mance in certain applications but not all applications such as graph
traversing algorithms like Breath-First-Search (BFS).

For dynamic graphs, static programming models can often be
usedwith nomodifications, unless dynamic algorithms are available
and special programming models are required to execute them
efficiently.

3.5 Runtime APIs
When designing a runtime for PIM, considerations must be made
regarding which functions will be executed in PIM for improved
performance. In addition, it must also have facilities for multi-
threading, controlling PIM cores, scheduling of PIM operations,
orchestrating multiple PIMs (if multi-PIM supported), and data
placement of the partitioned graph.

As for runtime APIs, the features that are exposed to program-
mers will depend on the available application capabilities and
whether a feature should have an explicit API at all. For example,
the aforementioned runtime capabilities can be implicitly imple-
mented in the runtime and at the compiler level for maximizing
performance and reducing energy consumption, or they can be
exposed and available to programmers as runtime APIs.

For dynamic graphs, runtime APIs for graph updates need to
be added, as well as those for dynamic algorithms if dynamic algo-
rithms are supported in PIM. Data movement resulting from graph
re-partitioning that occurs as a result of graph updates can also be
exposed via runtime APIs or implicitly triggered as a part of the
graph update procedure. Details of re-partitioning will be explained
in section 3.9 Data Placement.

3.6 Compilers
Programming models, runtimes, and compilers are tightly related
when using PIM. When developing the roles and capabilities of
compilers for PIM, there are trade-offs that must be considered: the
compiler can assist in either mitigating the programmers’ burden,
or providing flexibility to the programmers.

Adapting dynamic graph processing to a compiler intended for
PIM adds the functionality mentioned in Section 3.5: Runtime APIs.

3.7 Operating Systems
An operating system should provide a cache coherence protocol,
virtual memory management, multi-threading capability, concur-
rency, and facilities for allocating memory; all of these capabilities
might be affected by adoption of PIM. For example, the returned
results from PIM will likely remain in the last level (e.g., L3) of the
cache since there is a reduced chance of data reuse. There is the
potential for optimizations of the cache coherence protocol in the
operating system to mitigate high rates of cache misses.

As for dynamic graph processing, no special modifications are
anticipated for the operating system.

3.8 Data Structures
Graph data structures in PIM for static graphs can be in any format
mentioned in Section 3.1: Graph Representation.

For adapting dynamic graphs, to our knowledge, there are mainly
two choices of existing data structure schemes. First, leaving extra
space for future additions to the graph i.e, Dynamic CSR (DCSR)[39].
DCSR is an extension of hybrid graph formats. It is easy to convert
from commonly used formats such as CSR or COO. The key to
producing good results is properly setting the size reserved for
graph updates (insertions), which is difficult to predict. If the size
is too large, space will be wasted, and locality is worsened. If it
is too small, scaling is limited. The second scheme is flexible data
structures for data insertion and deletion. These approaches are
found in Stinger[30] as linked lists, as well as tree-based approaches
such as B+tree in Hornet[21], PMA[15] GPMA[57], PAM[63], and
block memory of tree in Packed CSR[68], and C-tree in Aspen[28].
For faster access, tree nodes are often implemented using blocks of
memory (chunks).

Technically most of aforementioned dynamic graph data struc-
tures can be used for dynamic graph processing in PIM regardless of
their complexity in the implementation and data load methodology
to PIM cores. The effectiveness of graph compression and reorder-
ing for dynamic graphs, which requires maintenance overhead,
likely needs to be examined in the future.

3.9 Data Placement
Each partitioned graph during the preprocessing phase is mapped
to available cubes in PIM according to the hardware configuration
including the interconnection network design. The data structure
and edge list in the partition are arranged in memory such that
maximum performance can be attained by applications for a given
hardware configuration.

To adapt dynamic graphs to PIM with respect to data placement,
a new partitioning strategy is required that has two additional
considerations. The first problem is how to map newly arrived
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Table 1: Summary of graph design considerations, modifications, and the level of effort required to adapt dynamic graph
processing to existing static graph processing in PIM

Static Graph Modification Additions for Dynamic Graphs Level of Effort1

Impl.Required Import
Graph representation Depends Edge stream or batches Minimal -
Preprocessing Depends Some optimizations might not applicable Minimal -
Applications2 Optional Static algorithms vs. dynamic algorithms Substantial3 Minimal3
Programming models2 Optional Considering dynamic algorithms Substantial3 Minimal3
Runtime APIs ✓ Add-on Adding features (re-partitioning, dynamic algorithms) Moderate
Operating systems Optional (Virtual memory and cache coherence) None or minimal -
Compilers ✓ Add-on Dealing with runtime APIs for dynamic graphs Moderate
Data structures2 ✓ Required Dynamic graph data structure Substantial4 Moderate4
Data placement2 ✓ Required Re-partitioning and workload balance Substantial4 Moderate4
Micro-architectures Optional (Communication logic design and data load) None or minimal -

1“Impl. Required” refers to the levels of effort required to design and implement a given modification for dynamic graphs, or to tailor an optimization for PIM from an existing static
graph solution. “Import” refers to whether existing algorithms or reference implementations are available to use for dynamic graph cases.

2These are items that require major changes for dynamic graph processing in PIM from existing static graph processing PIM software and hardware co-design architectures.
3Supporting dynamic algorithms is optional depending on the requirements. The levels of effort were estimated with the assumptions required for implementing dynamic algorithms.
4The levels of effort for data structures and data placement for dynamic graphs include the complexity of managing the data structure and communications among partitions.

graph updates such as edge additions to partitions in PIM efficiently.
The second is how to deal with growing partition size and workload
imbalance. The workload balance can be evaluated using the ratio
of the size of partitions, i.e, the largest partition size vs. the smallest
(or average) partition size in general.

The offline partition algorithms[37][43][59][60] are not suitable
for dynamic graph partitioning. Typically they are modularity-
based iterative algorithms on a completed graph, which means
the graph partition procedure will be conducted from scratch with
any graph modification. To reduce the execution time for parti-
tioning, streaming partitioning[62] can be a good solution for new
vertex/edge assignment to partitions.

In the streaming partitioning approach, the graphs are consid-
ered to be a stream of edges; the decision is made by a single scan of
the graph. The graph read can be repeated for refinement purposes.
The most common and simplest streaming partition policies are
random, hash, and round-robin. There are heuristic algorithms to
produce better quality partitions for streaming partitioning based
on greedy approaches using edge-cut, such as Linear determin-
istic Greedy (LDG)[62], FENNEL[65], Edge-balanced Gemini[75],
Leopard[36], GraSP[11], xDGP[66], and more streaming edge parti-
tioning algorithms found [52][53][35]. Partition quality, in this case,
refers to the number of edge-cuts. Some streaming partitioning al-
gorithms need information such as the total number of vertices in
the graph or in the partition. This metadata needs to be tracked
if different graph partitioners are used in preprocessing and data
placement of dynamic graph updates.

There are a couple of issues for dynamic graphs in PIM which
are not covered by existing solutions such as how to determine the
number of PIM cores to use, when the partition needs to be split if it
grows close to the size of PIM cube capacity, and if node migration
will be allowed to reduce communication if the connectivity of the
node is affected by graph updates. The tradeoffs involved include
either potential benefits or increases in system complexity.

3.10 Micro-Architectures
The micro-architecture design for the logic layer in the 3D stacked
memory is the core of graph processing in PIM. Tesseract[5] elimi-
nated a shared cache to avoid cache coherence overhead, having
only private caches. The Tesseract PIM cores are identical while
GraphQ[76] have heterogeneous cores of a computation (Process-
ing) unit and a communication (Apply) unit to improve concurrency.
The Processing unit has a prefetcher with no cache, and the Apply
unit has a small scratchpad memory.

Adapting dynamic graph processing to those kinds of micro-
architectures may be possible with minimal effort, if data placement
changes and re-partitioning is handled properly in other layers
such as runtimes or compilers. However, that would be difficult
for certain PIM-based graph processing architectures having less
flexibility for optimizations such as GraphH[25]. GraphH imple-
ments the inter-cube communication in hardware and conducts
data compaction by eliminating vertices with no edges during the
preprocessing phase.

3.11 Development Environments & Evaluation
Most of graph applications, data sets, as well as simulators for
evaluating micro-architectures for static graph processing in PIM
can be used for dynamic graphs as well.

For evaluation of processing dynamic graphs, data sets for run-
ning benchmarks can be prepared in two ways. First, using dynamic
graphswhich have node generation information such as timestamps
as attributes[1][55][4]. Second, creating batch updates by randomly
choosing nodes or edges in the graph. These data items can then be
removed from the graph, and added once again as a batch. Creating
batch updates in this way maintains the properties of the graph.

To evaluate dynamic algorithms for dynamic graphs, the perfor-
mance can be compared to the runtime of static algorithm execution.
If evaluated dynamic algorithms produce approximate results, the
accuracy may need to be presented as well.
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4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed the design considerations for PIM-based
systems to process dynamic graphs as efficiently as static graphs
and explored the opportunities for future research.

The programming model, runtime APIs, and compiler affects the
burden placed on software developers. The chosen data structures
and their layouts in memory affect the programming model and
communication methods. To reduce this burden, the operating sys-
tem and compiler can be modified for efficient graph processing. In
addition, existing tools can be used, such as graph frameworks and
graph partitioners. A graph framework usually includes a graph
data structure, programming model, and a set of algorithms. Note
that there is no specialized graph partitioner for PIM to our knowl-
edge, although data placement is key to PIM acceleration. Existing
partitioners can be adapted to the PIM preprocessing phase with
manual modification for communication.

Table 1 summarizes the various design considerations for both
dynamic and static graphs, as well as the level of effort required
to support dynamic graph processing with existing PIM-enabled
static graph processing configurations.
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